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Effect of Wake Disturbance
Frequency on the Secondary Flow
Vortex Structure in a Turbine
Blade Cascade
An experimental study of the effect of wake disturbance frequency on the secondar
vortices in a two-dimensional linear cascade is presented. The flow Reynolds num
based on exit velocity and suction side surface length were 25,000, 50,000 and 8
Secondary flow was visualized by injecting smoke into the boundary layer and illum
ing it with a laser light sheet located at the exit of the cascade. To simulate wakes
upstream blade rows, a set of spanwise cylinders were traversed across the front
blade row. The flow visualization results with a single wake disturbance reveal tha
recovery time of the secondary flow vortex structure decreases as the wake tra
velocity is increased. The results of flow visualization with multiple wakes showed
wake disturbance frequencies below the axial chord flow frequency allowed com
recovery of the secondary flow vortex structure before the next wake encounters the
leading edge. Wake disturbance frequencies that exceeded the axial chord flow freq
resulted in no observable recovery of the secondary flow vortex structure. Axial c
flow frequency is defined as the axial velocity in the cascade divided by the axial c
length of the turbine blade.@S0098-2202~00!02203-3#
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Introduction
The losses in a turbine stage may be divided into three cat

ries: endwall secondary flow loss, profile loss, and end wall
clearance loss~Sharma and Butler@1#!. Secondary flow in a tur-
bine passage is created by two mechanisms: the boundary
interaction with the leading edge creates a horseshoe vortex,
streamwise vorticity is created in the blade passage from the
mentum defect in the boundary layer as the flow turns through
blade passage. The vortices entrain the freestream flow and
wall boundary layer. As a result, secondary flow regions emb
considerable momentum losses resulting in total pressure lo
which are detrimental to overall turbine efficiencies.

The development of secondary flow in a stationary linear t
bine cascade was documented by Wang et al.@2# using still pho-
tography, smoke wires, and a laser light sheet. Their secon
flow vortex model accurately depicts the near endwall flow beh
ior in a stationary linear cascade. Similar flow behavior was
served in the present study, and shall be discussed later.

Low pressure turbine aerodynamics has received greater a
tion recently through efforts of Halstead@3#, Murawski et al.@4#,
Qiu and Simon@5#, Lake et al.@6#, and Matsunuma et al.@7#. It is
well established that for some low pressure turbine blades, tha
the flow Reynolds number decrease to low levels the profile
increases. In a study of annular cascade flow, Matsunuma e
@7# found that as Reynolds numbers decrease, the endwall pas
vortices increase in size, resulting in significantly higher seco
ary flow losses. Gregory-Smith et al.@8#, utilizing a linear turbine
cascade, also showed that as the endwall boundary layer thick
increases, which occurs as Reynolds numbers decrease, the
sage vortices become broader.

Wake interaction occurs in the gas turbine engine environm
due to the relative motion of the rotors and stators. Numer
experimental efforts have been conducted in which moving cy
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ders were placed upstream of test blades to study the effec
simulated wake interactions on midspan flow phenomena~Doorly
@9#, Dullenkopf et al.@10#, Han et al.@11#, and Halstead@12#!.
Using moving cylinders to study the details of unsteady wa
disturbances on a downstream blade row has proven to be a
able research tool, and we have employed a similar techniqu
our work.

Previous research efforts into unsteady wake disturbance
downstream blade rows have concentrated on the mid-span re
of the turbine cascades. The research presented here will focu
the effects of wake disturbances on the secondary flow vortice
the endwall region of a turbine cascade. During wake pass
events, four phenomena contribute to the disturbance of the
ondary flow vortex structure. They are: the dynamic changes
the inlet flow angle as a result of the velocity deficit in the wak
the effect of the velocity deficit~negative jet! in the wake, el-
evated levels of turbulence in the wake, and wake disturba
frequency. The experimental effort presented in this paper will
address the quantitative distribution of these effects. The vo
structure will be affected by dynamic changes in the inlet flo
angle. This will not result in the complete destruction of the vo
tex. Secondary flow vortices will exist in high freestream turb
lence environments. However, during a wake passing event
temporary change in local turbulence level, as well as, the velo
deficit in the wake compound to destroy the secondary vor
structure. In the gas turbine engine, wakes from upstream st
are generated continuously. The frequency of these wakes
have an effect on the stability of the secondary vortex structu

The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of w
frequency on the secondary flow vortex structure. This resea
was conducted in a linear turbine cascade in order to study
flow field in greater detail than are possible in actual turbine
gines. The flow Reynolds numbers were 25,000, 50,000,
85,000. To visualize the three-dimensional vortices, the bound
layer flow was seeded with mineral oil smoke and illuminated
a laser sheet. The illuminated flow was recorded using a h
speed video camera at 200 frames per second.

n
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Experimental Method

Experimental Apparatus. A linear cascade was employed
study the low pressure turbine airfoil. A schematic of the t
apparatus is provided in Fig. 1. Air is pulled through the appara
by a 20 HP motor operating a centrifugal blower in the suct
mode. Air flow through the test rig is controlled by a variab
speed motor controller. The wind tunnel inlet bell-mouth dire
the flow through a 53 cm square by 20 cm deep honeycomb
straightener. The flow continues through a 7:1 converging no
to the 11.4 cm by 40.6 cm flow channel.

The cascade used in this experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2
contains four geometrically identical, low pressure turbine bla
with an axial chord length of 10.36 cm, and a span-to-ch
length aspect ratio of 1.1. The suction surface length is 15.24
The pitch-to-chord ratio~solidity! is 0.88 and the flow is turned
through 95 deg. The three flow Reynolds number cases in
study were 25,000, 50,000, and 85,000. Reynolds number is b
on exit flow velocity and suction side surface length.

The wake generator was designed to model an actual gas
bine engine blade passage. The wake generator contains a m
floor and ceiling shuttle into which cylinders are inserted. T
wake generator assembly is traversed across the tunnel in
transverse direction. These wake generators traverse, rema
inline with the linear turbine cascade at all times. The cylind
are utilized to simulate the wakes generated by the vane row
stream of the blade rotor. The cylinders are located 6.35 cm
stream of the airfoil row. The wake generator cylinders are
mm diameter with a 91.7 mm pitch. The cylinders are driv
across the flow path by a mechanism at velocities from 0.5 m/
5.0 m/s. The total translation distance was 38.1 cm. The velo
was sustained by driving a push bar with a 1 horsepower DC
electric motor. The velocity history of the translation slide w
recorded using a slotted bar and a photo-diode assembly.

Fig. 1 Experimental setup
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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Flow Visualization. The test section walls are constructed
clear plastic for visual access to the test section. Smoke was
duced by an Aerolab smoke generator which vaporizes min
oil. The smoke from the generator was injected into a 1.6
diameter copper tube located at the upper and lower edges o
inlet of the bellmouth. The smoke was ejected through fourte
0.48 cm holes in the copper pipe. The smoke traveled into
bellmouth and remained within the boundary layer. This meth
of flow visualization has some advantages over the smoke w
method employed by Wang et al.@2# as the wires can create loca
turbulence in the flow field, while the method used in this stu
does not create extra turbulence. This method has the same
tation of requiring that the Reynolds number remain low in ord
to record clear video images. The beam from a 5 W~Nd:YVO4!
laser was expanded into a sheet to illuminate the flow, allow
imaging of the smoke laden vortices. The laser emitted a vis
beam that was green~532 nm!. The location of the laser sheet i
illustrated in Fig. 2. When the wake generator was not used, vi
images were recorded at 30 frames per second using a Pana
CCD camera with a 1:1.4 25 mm Electrophysics TV Lens, shu
speed of 1/500th of a second, and lens aperture of f1.4. When
wake generator was used, a high speed video system was req
to capture the vortex-wake interaction. High speed video ima
were recorded at 200 frames per second using a NAC Inc. cam
The same lens was utilized, with a shutter speed of 1/2000th
second, and an aperture of f2.6.

Instrumentation. Instantaneous local velocities were me
sured using a single element hot-wire probe. Mean inlet velo
and total pressure measurements were made using a pitot-
probe. The airfoil’s surface static pressures were measured u
22 static pressure ports installed at midspan on the surface of
blade. The surface static pressure test blade was inserted in b
position 2 in the test section. One pressure tap is located nea
front stagnation point, nine surface pressure taps are on the p
sure side of the test blade and 12 static pressure taps are o
suction side of the test blade. The ports are connected to stain
steel tubing manifolded to a Scanivalve selector. Three differ
Validyne pressure transducers were used to cover the rang
cascade pressures. Instrumentation output voltages were acq
using a National Instruments Data Acquisition Board. Nation
Instruments LabVIEW software was utilized for data acquisitio

The experimental uncertainties were determined based on
method of Kline and McClintock@13#. The uncertainty of the
velocity measurements resulting from pressure transducers
single wire, hot wire anemometer velocity measurements was
culated to be less than 2 percent. The maximum uncertainty in
pressure coefficient was calculated to be less than 4 percent.

Fig. 2 Test section
SEPTEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 607
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Results

Inlet Velocity Profile. To verify an acceptable inlet flow, a
velocity survey was performed using a single-element hot-w
probe. The survey was taken two blade chords upstream of
leading edges of the cascade blades at mid-tunnel height.
maximum variation from the mean inlet velocity was 3.57 p
cent, which occurred at a Reynolds number of 50,000. The a
age inlet freestream turbulence intensity was 0.61 percent.

Surface Static Pressure Surveys. Figure 3 illustrates the sur
face static pressure survey for the cascade at the Reynolds
bers used in this study. For all Reynolds numbers, the flow
attached for the whole length of the pressure side, which is
lower portion of the plot. The suction side is the top portion
Fig. 3. For all Reynolds numbers, the results show a separa
occurring near 68 percent axial chord on the suction side.
largest boundary layer separation on the suction side was reco
for a Reynolds number of 25,000. As the Reynolds numbe
increased the point of flow reattachment moves forward, thus
creasing the size of the separation bubble. These results are
lar to those reported by Murawski et al.@4# and Murawski and
Vafai @14,15# in the same cascade used in this study, and Qui
Simon @5# and Lake et al.@6# in larger test rigs with the sam
blade goemetry.

Secondary Flow Symmetry. The linear cascade in this ex
perimental study has a chord to height ratio of one. At low R
nolds numbers, large regions of secondary flow will exist. Fig
4 is an image of the secondary flow as it exits the cascade. A l
vortex is seen in the corner of the endwall and suction side of e
test blade. The vortices at the exit of the cascade have grow

Fig. 3 Static pressure survey

Fig. 4 Secondary flow vortex structure at the Cascade Exit
Plane
608 Õ Vol. 122, SEPTEMBER 2000
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dominate a large portion of the blade passage. A two-dimensio
flow region is still present at the exit of the cascade on the c
terline of each blade. The two-dimensional region is appro
mately 2.54 cm in height.

The behavior of the secondary flow seen in this study is v
similar to that observed by Wang et al.@2#. In Fig. 4 the second-
ary flow vortex structure at the exit plane of the suction surface
the blade contains four vortices. Figure 5 is provided to expl
the origin of these vortices in a linear turbine cascade. Figur
was created by applying the Wang et al.@2# flow model to our
present results. The largest vortex is the passage vortex, whi
created from the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex sys
From the video it was seen that the passage vortex is very sta
and remained fixed in place. Two smaller vortices are wrap
around the passage vortex. Wang et al.@2# had shown that these
vortices are the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex and a
vortex induced by the passage vortex. The fourth vortex is a sm
suction side corner vortex which is present in the corner of
endwall and the suction surface, under the larger multi-vor
structure.

Wake Generator Motion. Three configurations of the wak
generator were tested. The first case was the wake generato
erated without any rods in place to study the effect on the vor
structure of the moving shuttle without cylinders. The second c
was the wake generator fitted with a single bar, to study the
sponse of the secondary flow vortex structure to a single w
disturbance. The third case was the study of multiple wakes, w
the intention to simulate the blade/wake interaction in real
turbine engines.

Figure 6 illustrates typical velocity histories for each of th
wake generator cases. Table 1 provides a summary of the w
generator characteristics. The wake generator assembly trav
from the pressure side toward the suction side of the blade
moving across the front of the blade set from blade 4 toward bl
1. The wake generator assembly velocity was varied by setting
wake generator motor at 10 percent, 20 percent, 50 percent,
80 percent of its maximum speed. The wake generator moves
0.35 seconds for a motor setting of 10 percent, to 0.1 second
a motor setting of 80 percent. The high-speed video cam
records at 200 frames per second, resulting in 70 frames fo
motor setting of 10 percent and 20 frames for a motor setting
80 percent. The wake generator assembly motion and the
speed video camera frame rate was more than adequate to r
the reaction of the vortex structure to the flow disturbances.

Characteristics of Wakes From Cylinders. The wake gen-
erator assembly was traversed at different speeds which resu
wakes with different characteristics. Table 2 presents the cha
teristics of the wakes from the wake generator cylinders. T
experiment was conducted at three different Reynolds num

Fig. 5 Secondary flow vortex structure model
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Wake generator velocities with motor control set at „a… 10 percent, „b… 20 percent, „c… 50 percent, and
„d… 80 percent
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~25,000, 50,000, and 85,000! and four motor generator setting
~10 percent, 20 percent, 50 percent, and 80 percent of total m
speed!. The relative inlet angle of the wake approaching the bla
set varies with changes in the flow Reynolds number and w
generator traversing velocity. At a steady inlet velocity, as
velocity of the wake generator cylinder increases the relative i
angle of the wake approaching the blade goes down. For the
of Reynolds number of 25,000, the inlet angle varies by three
from about 36 degrees at low wake generator speed~wake gen-
erator motor setting of 10 percent! to 13 degrees at the highe
wake generator speeds~wake generator motor setting of 80 pe
cent!. At the higher Reynolds number case of 85,000, the cha

Table 1 Wake generator characteristics
of Fluids Engineering
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in inlet angle is about 5 to 3. The change in flow Reynolds num
and relative inlet angle of the wakes has an effect on the wa
blade secondary flow interaction.

Table 2 shows that the Reynolds numbers~based on relative
velocity and cylinder diameter! from the wake generator cylinder
remain below 9000. The relative velocity is the velocity the wa
generator cylinder experiences by vector addition of the inlet fl
velocity and motion of the wake generator. At these Reyno
numbers, the boundary layer on the wake generator cylinde
laminar and the boundary layer will separate at 80 degrees f
the leading edge of the cylinder~Incropera and DeWitt@16#!.

The characteristics of the wakes from the cylinders were
measured in this study. However, the cylinder wake characte
tics should not differ from the result reported by Halstead et
@12#. Halstead et al.@12# measured the wake characteristic of c
lindrical rods and summarized their findings in several grap
which we will use to estimate wake width, total velocity defic
peak turbulence intensity and turbulence intensity width. T
width of the cylinder wake at the leading edge of the downstre
blades was 1.905 cm. The total velocity deficit of about 25 p
cent, peak turbulence intensity in the cylinder wake of 14 perc
and turbulence intensity wake width of 3.096 cm.

Moving Wake Generator Cases

Moving Shuttle With No Wake Generators.Moving the
shuttle with no wake generators was investigated to determine
short duration moving floor segment ahead of the blade set wo
destroy the secondary vortex structure. In this case, the 50
wide shuttle moves in front of the blade set, from the suction s
SEPTEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 609
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toward the pressure side of the blade. For all the flow cases
reaction of the secondary flow is similar. The moving wall se
ment in front of the blade set does not destroy the vortex st
tures. None of the vortices appear to change size during the d
tion of the shuttle movement. The passage vortex is pulled clo
to the suction side. The vortices that ride on top of passage vo
are also pulled toward the suction surface. The suction side co
vortex remains intact and is also pulled toward the corner as
floor traverses across the front of the blade set. As the velocit
the traversing floor is increased, the vortices react in the s
manner. The secondary flow vortices respond quicker as the s
of the shuttle is increased. The moving floor never destroys
secondary flow vortex system. However, the vortices resp
more quickly to the increased speed of the flow disturbance.

Single Wake Disturbances. A single wake generator rod wa
traversed across the front of the blade passage to documen
reaction and recovery behavior of the secondary flow vortex st
ture. The data collected in Table 3 were recorded using a con
source laser and a video camera with a 200 Hz frame rate. Im
captured from the high speed video camera were not of suffic
quality for presentation in printed form. For illustrative purpos
clearer images were recorded using a pulsed laser and a d
camera with a frame rate of 30 Hz. Figure 7 presents the fl
visualization results with one wake disturbance event using
pulsed laser. The flow behavior seen is exactly the same as
captured by the high frame rate camera. An undisturbed vo
structure is seen in Fig. 7~a! because the single wake genera
has not been activated. The vortex structure is relatively sta

Table 2 Characteristics of the wake generator cylinder
610 Õ Vol. 122, SEPTEMBER 2000
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and similar to that seen in Fig. 4. Blade 2 is located at the cen
right portion of Fig. 7. Blade 3, which is on the left side of Fig. 7
shows an undisturbed vortex structure in both images. In Fig. 7~b!
the single wake generator cylinder is located upstream of Blad
At the left of Fig. 7~b!, the vortex structure on blade 3 is intact. A
the center/right portion of this image the single wake genera
cylinder destroys the secondary flow structure.

A single wake disturbance is sufficient to temporarily disru
the vortex structure. The vortex structure was disrupted in ev
case. Once the wake disturbance had passed, the secondary v
structure re-establishes quickly. The disruption-to-recovery ti
recorded by the time-indexed high-speed video recorder va
with the wake generator motor speed and is presented in Tab
This table shows that for the lower Reynolds number ca
~25,000 and 50,000! the vortex recovery time is reduced by ha

Fig. 7 Flow visualization with single wake passing event. „a…
Undisturbed vortex structure; „b… one vortex structure intact
and one vortex structure destroyed

Table 3 Single wake vortex recovery results
Transactions of the ASME
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when comparing the lowest~10 percent! and the highest~80 per-
cent! wake generator motor settings. For a Reynolds numbe
85,000, the vortex recovery time does not differ in each case.
the lower Reynolds number cases the vortex recovery time is
fected by the large change in relative inlet angle and wake R
nolds number. Using Table 2 and Table 3, it is seen that
largest drop in vortex recovery time occurs when the relative in
angle is halved. For example, at Reynolds number 25,000,
vortex recovery time~Table 3! significantly reduces from wake
generator motor setting of 10 percent to 50 percent. Howe
when the Reynolds number is 85,000, the relative inlet angle o
decreases by 40 percent from the lowest to highest wake gene
motor setting, resulting in only a minimal change in vortex reco
ery time.

For the lower Reynolds number cases, it was shown that
time for vortex recovery decreased because the relative ang
the wake had decreased. Each wake of the wake generator c
der may be viewed as a local region of highly turbulent, mom
tum deficient flow. Each blade cuts the wake as it interacts w
the blade’s leading edge, then each passage swallows a h
turbulent slug of wake flow. When the relative angle of the wa
is decreased, the interaction time at the leading edge is decre
and the quantity of turbulent flow through the blade passag
also decreased. These factors result in a quicker vortex reco
time.

Figure 8 illustrates a single wake disruption of the vortex s
tem in the linear cascade. The following sequence of wake
vortex interaction resulted from studying the high-speed vid
images. As the shuttle containing the single wake disturbance
inder moves, the entire vortex structure reacts to the motion of
floor ahead of the blade set by migrating closer to the suc
surface. The wake first strikes the pressure side of blade 3.
wake is cut by blade 3, at the same time the leading edge ho
shoe vortex is destroyed. The cut wake begins to convect thro
the blade passage. When the wake encounters the suction s
blade 2, it disrupts the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vo
system. At the same time that this occurs, the leading edg
blade 2 will cut the wake, creating a highly turbulent slug that w
move through the blade passage. The highly turbulent slug is

Fig. 8 Single wake flow model
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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well mixed to contain coherent vortex structures. Before the w
contacts blade 2, the horseshoe vortex system on blade 3
recovered from the single wake disturbance. Immediately follo
ing the wake, the passage vortex reappears briefly without the
riding pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex system. Af
wards, three smaller vortices~wall vortex induced by the passag
vortex, suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex system and
tion side corner vortex! rejoin the passage vortex in a semi-stab
system. It should be reiterated that this process occurs in a s
window of time, from disruption to resurrection of the seconda
flow vortex system.

Multiple Wake Disturbances. All the wake generator cylin-
ders were installed to record the reaction of the secondary fl
vortex structure with multiple wake disturbances. The obser
tions in Table 4 were recorded by using a constant source l
sheet and a high speed~200 Hz frame rate! video camera. How-
ever, as in the previous section, the video images were no
sufficient quality to present in printed format. Therefore, for illu
trative purposes, Fig. 9 presents the flow behavior for multi
wake passing events with images recorded using a pulsed
and a digital camera~30 Hz frame rate!. The flow behavior out-
lined in Fig. 9 is similar to the flow behavior seen on the hi
speed video. The disruption of the secondary flow vortex sys
is a very dynamic process. Figure 9~a! shows the undisturbed
vortex structure, prior to the start of the wake generation. T
wake generator moves from left to right in this figure. In Fig. 9~b!
the multiple bar wake generator has entered the wind tunnel an
disturbing the vortex structure on blade 3~left side of image!,
while the vortex structure from blade 2~center/right side of im-
age! remains intact. Fig. 9~c! shows the vortex structure has re
covered on blade 3 as the wake generator has moved to a
midway between the cascade blades. The vortex structure is in
on blades 2 and 3. In Fig. 9~d!, cylinders on the multiple bar wake
generator have moved to a point in front of each cascade b
and results in the destruction of the vortex structure on b
blades 2 and 3.

For each case the bar spacing is held constant. The velocit
the wake generator shuttle changes from case-to-case whic
sults in a change in passing frequency of wake disturbance ev
Referring to Table 1, as the velocity of the wake generator sys
increases the frequency of the wake increases. It should be n
that at a turbine blade flow Reynolds number of 50,000, the t
for the flow to traverse the blade set in the axial direction
approximately 0.0382 seconds. This may also be restated a
axial chord flow frequency. The frequency of axial flow throug
the turbine blade cascade, is 26.2 Hz. The axial chord fl
frequency (f f) for each Reynolds number case is provided
Table 4.

Figure 10 illustrates the multiple wake passing results obser
with the high speed video camera for a Reynolds number
50,000. At the lowest wake generator motor setting~10 percent
and 20 percent!, it was observed that the vortex structure w
disrupted by each wake passing event. However, the time betw
each wake passing event is long enough to enable the vo

Table 4 Multiple wake vortex recovery results
SEPTEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 611
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structure to recover~see Table 4!. The vortex pattern was shor
lived, and was quickly disrupted by the next wake passing ev
At higher wake generator motor speeds~wake generator moto
setting of 50 percent and 80 percent!, the interval between wake
disturbance is so close that it will not allow the secondary fl
vortex structure to regenerate.

The wake disturbance destroyed the vortex structure in a s

Fig. 9 Flow visualization with multiple wake passing events.
„a… Undisturbed vortex structure; „b… One vortex structure de-
stroyed and one vortex structure intact; „c… Upstream wakes
about to destroy vortex structures; „d… Upstream wakes de-
stroying both vortex structures
612 Õ Vol. 122, SEPTEMBER 2000
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lar manner as seen in the single wake disturbance case. Onc
wake passes the leading edge of the blade, the horseshoe v
begins to regenerate. For the Reynolds number case of 50,000
single wake passing disturbance case at 10 percent and 20 pe
wake generator motor setting established that the vortex struc
would reassert itself in 0.06 seconds~16.6 Hz!. As seen in Table
4, the 10 percent and 20 percent wake generator motor se
case for multiple wakes established wake frequency of ab
11.66 and 19.73 wakes per second, respectively. Since the
between wakes in the 20 percent case is less than the single
vortex reestablishment time of 0.06 seconds, we may conc
that vortex recovery time is not as important as the ratio of wa
disturbance frequency to axial chord flow frequency. For both l
wake generator motor setting cases the frequency of the w
was below the axial chord flow frequency of 26.2 Hz. The s
ondary flow vortex system is able to reestablish and grow thro
the blade passage before the next wake hits the blade lea
edge.

For Reynolds number of 50,000 and wake generator motor
tings of 50 percent and 80 percent of the maximum power, th
was no visible recovery of the secondary flow vortex structure
the exit of the blade passage. Table 4 shows that the wake di
bance frequency for the wake generator motor setting of 50
cent and 80 percent was 40.23 Hz and 52.11 Hz, respectiv
These wake frequencies exceed the turbine axial chord flow
quency of 26.2 Hz. There is not sufficient time between wa
passing disturbances to allow for the recovery of the second
flow vortex structure in the blade passage.

Table 4 shows that the trend described above is valid for
other Reynolds numbers. The vortex structure only recovers w
the frequency of the wake disturbances are below the axial ch
flow frequency.

Conclusions
The present study investigated the reaction of the secon

flow vortex structure in a turbine cascade with variable wake f
quency. Reynolds number was varied from 25,000, 50,000,
85,000. The secondary vortex structure recorded in this study
compatible with established secondary flow theory. Cylind

Fig. 10 Multiple wake with vortex recovery flow model
Transactions of the ASME
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were traversed across the front of the blade row to simulate
bine blade disturbances. The velocity of the wake generator
sembly was varied from 1.0 m/s to 4.8 m/s. The high-speed c
era, with a frame rate of 200 frames per second, proved adeq
to visualize the reaction of the vortex structure to the flo
disturbances.

The flow visualization was carried out for three different cas
First, the movement of the wake generator shuttle with no w

generators was investigated. The short duration shuttle mo
without wake generators did not destroy the secondary flow st
ture. In each case, vortices remained intact and were tempor
pulled to the pressure side of the turbine blade. The vortex st
ture returned to its original configuration when the wake gener
shuttle stopped moving. The vortices respond quicker, but i
similar manner, as the shuttle speed was increased.

Next, a single wake generator rod was placed in the shuttle
traversed across the front of the blade set at various veloci
The single wake disturbance temporarily disrupted the vor
structure. When the relative inlet angle of the wake was decrea
by half, from the low to high speed wake generator assem
cases, the vortex recovery times were decreased by half.
higher wake generator velocity resulted in a decreased rela
inlet angle and a decreased quantity of higher turbulence w
flow through the blade passage. It was observed that the sec
ary vortex structure began to recover even while a neighbo
blade is immersed in a wake disturbance event.

Finally, all the wake generators were installed and run at va
velocities. The space between the wake generator cylinders
kept constant which created wake disturbance frequencies from
Hz to 52 Hz. It is shown that to sustain the destruction of
secondary flow vortex structure, the wake disturbance freque
must exceed the axial chord flow frequency. When the wake
turbance frequency is below the axial chord flow frequency,
secondary flow vortex structure is able to re-establish itself
tween each wake disturbance event.

The ratio of wake passing frequency to axial chord flow f
quency in a gas turbine engine will be dependent on the numbe
blades, rotational speed, and the mass flow through the en
Secondary flows create the second greatest profile losses in
high-pressure turbine stage~film cooling losses are the greates!.
Low-pressure turbines contain blades with larger aspect ra
therefore the secondary flows have a lesser affect on total pr
losses. If these vortices are attenuated, the resulting reductio
total pressure loss will result in improved stage performan
Most high-pressure turbine stages will have a ratio of wake p
ing frequency to axial chord flow frequency greater than 1, the
fore the secondary flow vortex structure will not recover betwe
wake disturbances. In the low-pressure turbine, at certain de
points, the secondary flow vortex structure will recover betwe
wake disturbance events.
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Nomenclature

Cp 5 local pressure coefficient ((PTin2PSi)/
1
2 rUOUT

2 )
d 5 wake generator cylinder diameter
f f 5 axial chord flow frequency
f w 5 wake disturbance frequency

PSi 5 static pressure along the blade surface
PTin 5 total pressure at inlet of the blade set

Re 5 Reynolds number (UOUT ~SSL!/v)
SSL 5 suction surface length

Tu 5 freestream turbulence intensity (urms8 /ūlocal)
UOUT 5 average velocity out of the blade set

urms8 5 root mean square of fluctuating component of stream
wise velocity

ūlocal 5 local mean streamwise velocity
x 5 distance downstream from cylinder
v 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
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